ACROSS
1. The Big Orange
9. Author LeShan
10. The Fair City
11. Dig deep
13. Strict
15. The City of Music
20. Pint place
22. Something to bring home
24. The Grey City
28. Fish eggs
29. The Queen City

DOWN
1. ___ Talk
2. College web ending
3. Product info spot
4. Singer’s pride
5. “Presto!”
6. That girl
7. Nonexpert
8. Soup server
11. Patel of Lion
12. Moving vehicle
14. Palindromic family member
16. Largest penguin
17. Prefix for natal or classical
18. Airline that folded in 2001
19. Author Rand
20. Lhasa’s land
21. Nearsighted cartoon Mr.
22. Yank Yogi
23. Bow or Barton
25. Newhart setting
26. Silent assent
27. Congressional vote